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Minutes - AHMF Special General Meeting
Monday 9th November 2020 - 7:00pm EST
Management Committee
President
Neil Athorn (FVVCVC)
Secretary
Christine Stevens (QHMC)
Public Officer

Vice-President
Treasurer

Albert Budworth (QHMC)
Maxine Beale (CHMC NSW)

Morvan Green (FHMC SA)

PRESIDENT, Neil Athorn, opened the meeting at 7:00pm
New Delegates: Neil welcomed new delegate Richard Jackson, CACTMC President and delegate
Present - Delegates: Richard Jackson (CACTMC), Neil Athorn (FVVCVC), Morvan Green (FHVC SA), Tony
O'Donnell (CMC NSW), Terry Thompson (CMC NSW), Christine Stevens (QHMC) Mike and
Maxine Beale (CHMC NSW), John Kennett (FVVCVC)
Apologies: Albert Budworth (QHMC), John Palamountain (NTMC), Matt Lack (CHMC Observer), Jenny
Fawbert (CHMC Observer), John Goddard (FVVCVC)
Moved:

Mike Beale, That apologies be accepted. Seconded Morvan Green All in favour, Carried

MINUTES
AGM held 7th September 2020
The statement from Express Virtual Meetings showed 2 people had dialled in from SA for the AGM - but it
was Zoom and not a teleconference.
We cannot move the AGM minutes as they will be passed at the 2021 AGM - but, can you see any
amendments that are required.
Mike Beale moved that the minutes are accepted as presented. Seconded Neil Athorn. All in Favour Carried.

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES
FIVA Survey
Neil Atnorn advised, the first survey has been completed; this was aimed at individuals. Andrew McDougall
reported at the FVVCVC meeting that 1690 submissions had been sent from Australia. This has gone back to
FIVA and they were working on it.
The 2nd Survey is now available; this is directed at clubs only and to be completed by 12 member
(President or secretary usually) of each club, and it is optional to put club name down.
A 3rd survey will be at end of year/beginning of new year and it is in relation to services to the movement i.e. Panel beaters, mechanics, etc.
Australia is to receive the figures for our own use.
It is important to have this information prior to the AGM in particular as we want to have ministers at the
AGM.
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Luxury Car Tax
Neil Athorn advised we have not heard anything about it. With Covid-19 at the moment, the government
needs all of the money they can get in and not likely this will be removed in the short-term for historic
vehicles.
AHMF have spread the information to the movement that they may be liable if they bring in any expensive
vehicles
Changes to the ACT
We have not heard of any problems or updates. It must be working of we would have heard.

DATE FOR THE AGM IN CANBERRA
Terry Thompson advised, for CMC NSW, everything in August is a problem. Richard Jackson advised school
Holidays start 26th Sept
The Date agreed upon is 18th & 19th September. This is All British Day in Brisbane; Christine said she and
Albert can miss this. Floriad (huge flower show) is on in ACT that weekend; accommodation will be tightish but we should be okay and this will give partners something to do.
ACTIONS:

All Delegates:

Agenda items to Secretary Christine Stevens

By 30th June 2021

Christine Stevens: Agenda to be sent to Delegates

By 11th July 2021

All Delegates:

State/Territory Reports to Secretary

By 31st July 2021

Neil Athorn:

Presidents Report to Secretary

By 31st July 2121

Mike Beale:

Operating Heritage Australia Report to Secretary

By 31st July 2021

Christine Stevens

State/Territory Reports, Presidents report, Secretaries Report &
Operating Heritage Australia Report to delegates By 8th August '21

Maxine Beale

Treasurers Report to Secretary

Christine Stevens

Forward Treasurers Report to Delegates

ASAP before AGM
Within 24hrs of receipt

PRESIDENTS REPORT
Neil Athorn advised nothing has been happening, although a lot more Zoom meetings and teleconferences
are taking place so clubs are meeting in some way.
Morvan Green stated, in SA, they are permitted to have meetings, provided they 1.5 m apart. They have
missed 1 meeting since the shut-down.
Christine Stevens advised the Qld situation is the same as in SA and Qld are holding monthly face-to-face
meetings.
Maxine Beale advised, CHMC have planned their AGM and rally in Temora, for the weekend following
Easter.
Terry Thompson advised, CMC NSW held a delegates meeting in a club in Sydney where they were
permitted to have 110 people; 68 people attended and they have their AGM this month.
Richard Jackson advised, CACTMC is on its 3rd face-to-face meeting with 1.5 spacing. Their AGM was 3
weeks ago, in person, at the Spanish Club. The requirements were for AGM's to be held by 18th Oct and
most were held by Zoom meetings.
Terry Thompson advised, under NSW Dept of Fair Trading, they are not required to hold AGM or meetings;
these have suspended until further notice.
Maxine Beale advised, NSW has been permitted to defer their report and can report on 2 years in 2021.
Neil Athorn stated, in the past we did discuss Associate membership. Daryl Meek has moved on and no
longer with RACV. Neil does not know if they know if RACV are still interested in being Associated
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Members. Daryl is VP of Veteran Car Club.

SECRETARIES REPORT / CORRESPONDENCE
Inwards Correspondence:
1. 7/9/2020 - Email from Maxine Beale - FIVA Survey
2. 7/9/2020 - Email from Morvan Green. He and Armando Vozzo (FHMC SA secretary) could not attend
the AGM Zoom meeting due to a power outage (no computer, no phone) just prior to the
commencement of the AGM
3. 8/9/20 - Email from Iain Ross questing if apologies had been called & requesting Doug Young be added
as an apology to the 7/9/20 AGM
4. 8/9/20 - Email from Eric Hutton requesting copy of correspondence from NT club.
5. 16/10/2020 - Email from Express Virtual Meetings advising the AHMF account had been cancelled as
the account was 3 months overdue
6. 19/10/2020 - Email from Express Virtual Meetings confirming the AHMF account reinstated and email
changed to treasurer@
7. 24/10/20 - Email from Westpac advising TD matures on 10/11/2020
8. 27/10/2020 - Email from Richard Jackson advising he is president & delegate of CACTMC
9. 28/10/2020 - Email from Andrew McDougall, FIVA Identity Card Officer Australia. - with details for the
second FIVA Survey.
10. 2/11/2020 - Email from Express Virtual Meetings advising the AHMF account has been reinstated and
Host & Guest codes remain unchanged.
11. 2/11/2020 - Email from BBR re Canberra's Drive-in Cinema, Mov'in Car
Correspondence Outward
1. 8/9/2020 - Email - FIVA Survey to all delegates, observers & CMC WA
2. 8/9/20 - Email to Iain Ross , advising apologies were called for, received and the motion moved,
seconded and carried. The minutes were not changed as the apology was not a part of the meeting.
3. 8/9/20 - NT club email forwarded to Eric Hutton
12. 16/10/2020 - Email to Express Virtual Meetings apologising for the late payment caused by the invoice
being sent to Neil's old work email, and change of email to treasurer@.
4. 24/1/11/2020 - Email from Andrew McDougall, FIVA Identity Card Officer Australia. - with details for
the second FIVA Survey - to all delegates, observers & CMC WA
5. 1/11/2020 - Email to Richard Jackson, providing 2020 AHMF AGM minutes and info re 2021 AHMF
AGM.
6. 1/11/2020 - Email to Express Virtual Meetings requesting confirmation that the AHMF account has
been reinstated and Host & Guest codes remain unchanged.
7. 1/11/2020 - Updated Delegates list to all delegates, observers & CMC WA
8. 2/11/2020 - Agenda to all delegates, observers & CMC WA
9. 2/11/2020 - Email from BBR re Canberra's Drive-in Cinema, Mov'in Car forwarded to Richard Jackson,
CACTMC.
Moved:

Christine Stevens, that Inwards Correspondence be received, and Outwards correspondence be
adopted, Seconded Terry Thompson All in Favour, Carried

TREASURERS REPORT
Maxine

sent

invoices

for

affiliation

to

all State/Territory organisations. QHMC, CHMC, CMC
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NSW & FHMC SA have paid. The other 4 are still outstanding.
The Cheque account balance is $9840.32.
The Term Deposit matures on 10th November. $32,271.57 was invested for 7 months (on 10th April) @
1.4%. We will have a further $264.89 taking the total to $32,536.46. If we do nothing this will be invested
for a further 7 months, to 10th June 2021. This is currently 0.50% and their best rate is 0.6% for 12 months.
MOTION

Richard Jackson moved That the term deposit and interested be reinvested for 12 months at
0.60% Seconded Mike Beale. All in Favour Carried.

MOTION:

Maxine Beale moved that the AHMF Account 032-558 186410, with balance of 45 cents, be
closed with funds transferred to the AHMF General account. Seconded John Kennett. All in
favour. Carried.

Confirming, the Events account with a balance of $52 is to remain and be used for meals, etc for the Albury
Tour in 2021. Maxine stated John Kennett to remain as a signatory., Nothing to change
Virtual meeting account sorted out.
Christine Stevens confirmed, there has been work on the website but no account as yet.

CONSTITUTION UPDATE
As per Constitution document supplied to all delegates prior to the meeting.
Maxine Beale advised- Pages 8 and 9 under Section 10 in Finances. SA consumer affairs suggested we
remove section 10 (g) as this is not needed for the RSF. That would mean 10 (h) would become 10 (g). The
department want us to add Section 14 which is the dissolution at the bottom of page 9. This is the exact
wording the department supplied and what they want to go into our constitution.
Confirming - These changes are as requested by SA government.
Morvan Green stated, - what drew their attention to this was we refer to AHMF RSF; there is no such thing.
It is the RSF.
MOTION:

Maxine Beale moved that, The constitution amendments be carried out in accordance with SA
Office of Fair Trading. Seconded John Kennett. All in Favour Carried.

DATES & TIMES OF TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS
Monday 8th February 2021 @ 7:00pm EST
Monday 22nd March 2021 @ 5:30pm EST / 6:30pm AEDT

2021 TOUR to Albury
Christine Stevens advised, we had thought that, maybe 20 or 30 cars would go to Albury next year - but we
currently have 220 adults & 7 children in 116 vehicles that have indicated they want to go to Albury. The
dates are, arriving Sunday 21st March, departing Saturday 27th March.
Obviously, this is if Australia is part-way back to normal - and if the state, territory and federal governments
allow us to go., though it is looking positive.
We have only had 21 entrants (vehicles) that have indicated they can't make it. I haven't received
responses from the remaining 268 entrants from the cancelled 2020 event.
If the regulations are eased, SS&A are still willing to give us the following:
-

Provide complimentary finger food (pre-dinner nibbles level) for 4 Happy Hours

-

Conduct a Beer, Wine & Whisky Appreciation with a speaker over 3 events

-

Food truck event on 1 evening - not pre-ordered or pre-paid

-

Welcome pack for all entrants
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-

Free Room Hire for all events

-

Provide Band on opening night

-

Provide vouchers & prizes to the value of $300

Those coming have indicated they want the welcome and farewell evenings.
The cost for each of these evenings will be $22 per adult , $10 for children aged 14 to 17 years and no
charge for children 13 years and under.
SS&A want a deposit in February with the balance in March, which is fair enough.
Maxine has agreed to accept the money for both of these events.
-

Payments will need to go into the AHMF Events account.

-

We wouldn't accept credit card or cheques - bank deposit or bank transfers only to make it easier
to administer.

Also, for these numbers, this needs to be an AHMF event to enable entrants from states/territories without
Logbooks drive their concessionally registered vehicles. I have spoken with Albert Budworth and he is in
favour of this.
MOTION:

Mike Beale moved a motion that the 2021 tour to be Albury, Sunday 21st March, departing
Saturday 27th March, be an AHMF event called the AHMF 2021 Tour. Also, the AHMF
Events account be used to collect funds and make payments for AHMF 2021 Tour.
Seconded. John Kennett All in Favour. Carried.

AHMF WEBSITE
Neil Athorn raised: Should the AHMF website have a page for events, also advising which events had been
scheduled and then cancelled.
Maxine Beale said this information is going out in club magazines and newsletters and State/Territory
council websites. AHMF needs to steer clear away from that.
Tony O'Donnell also voiced this should remain with within the State/Territory Councils.

NATIONAL EVENTS
Neil Athorn raised - What will be needed for the running of National Events. Victorian Government
currently has not decided on what is needed to comply going forward. AHMF may need a standard for
National event organisers in the movement to measure up to, so everyone will know what is expected.
Christine Stevens stated, we should be cautious to put up guidelines as very state/territory needs to be
different.
Tony O'Donnell stated, the organisers know the requirements of the state.

NATIONAL MOTORING HERITAGE DAY
3rd Sunday in May. We are unaware of any events organised as yet.

ROBERT SHANNON FOUNDATION TRUST (RSF)
John Kennett advised, applications due in by end of May.
It has been a successful year with a couple of good applications. The grants have been presented.
Term Deposit with Westpac is currently 0.98%
Christine Stevens asked, following on from questions raised from Office of Fair Trading, SA, What is the
status of the Trust? RSF Incorporated is incorporated in Victoria. It was AHFM RSF but official title is RSF
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Incorporated.
Maxine Beale asked if RSF has gift recipient status. John advised, at the moment it is a charitable fund,
under the not for profit. To get deductible gift status, it would cost us at lot of money as the structure
stands at the moment and the reporting requirement are horrific and would not be beneficial to the
benefits we are receiving at the moment.
Christine Stevens reported, John has given RSF a good plug with 4 regalia sales. Also we are selling Souvenir
Tour Books.
John advised, the regalia will be at Albury and he will be selling it.

OPERATING HERITAGE AUSTRALIA
Mike Beale reported, they have a couple of leaflets they want to get out to the councils and clubs. They are
stirring up the members of parliament to get whatever then can from them. It is to do with motor vehicles,
planes, boats, steam, machinery, etc. The members of OHA are a diverse group. Jenny Fawbert has been
heavily involved also.
Christine Stevens asked if there is anything AHMF can to do assist with the ministerial applications they are
trying to achieve.

GENERAL BUSINESS
Terry Thompson advised re Transport for NSW (TfNSW) rules as to what is allowed on historic registration
scheme. It has a few problems; they are working on a few things to be corrected. It is interesting the
reaction of some of the clubs. There has been an upsurge of clubs applying to be part of the Classic Vehicle
Scheme.
Richard Jackson advised, ACT Government has gazetted a 60 day log book registration scheme. One of their
problems is figuring out the difference between Classic with standard or period modifications of Modified
vehicles.

NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be Monday 8th February 2021 @ 7:00pm EST
As this is the last meeting of 2020 Neil wished everybody a Merry Christmas and a happy 2021.
PRESIDENT Neil Athorn closed the meeting at 8:13pm
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